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Introduction
Energy-harvesting computers eschew tethered power and
batteries by harvesting energy from their environment. The
devices gather energy into a storage element until they
have enough energy to power a computing device. Once
powered, the device functions until its energy is depleted,
when it browns out and gathers more energy. Software on
such computing devices executes intermittently, as power is
available. An intermittent program execution may be inter-
rupted by a power failure at any point and with each inter-
ruption, the volatile state of the device (e.g., register file,
RAM) is erased, and its non-volatile state (e.g., FRAM) is
retained. Recent work [3] defined and characterized the in-
termittent execution model, in which a program’s execution
spans periods of execution perforated by power failures.

It is difficult to write programs that are correct when re-
boots due to power failures occur at arbitrary points in the
code, and failures may occur tens or hundreds of times per
second. Intermittence compromises forward progress [6,
7], and can leave memory in an unexpected, inconsistent
state that is impossible in a continuously powered execu-
tion [3, 5]. These new intermittence-related failure modes
are avoidable with carefully written code or specialized sys-
tem support [3, 6, 2, 4, 1]. Unaddressed, these failure modes
represent a new class of intermittence bugs that program-
mers must find, understand, and fix.

To find bugs, programmers need the ability to monitor a
system’s behavior, observe failures, and hypothesize about
the behavior that led to the failure. Unfortunately for devel-
opers, this very simple debugging methodology is unusable
because existing debuggers and system monitors either ex-
pect or provide power to the device being debugged. This
energy interference masks the intermittence experienced by
real program executions, preventing any intermittence bugs
from manifesting as failures. Programmers are left with an
unsatisfying dilemma. One option is to use a debugger to
monitor the system, but to never observe a failure because
the device is powered. The other option is to run intermit-
tently without a debugger and observe the failure, but have
no ability to monitor the system to help understand the bug.

Our position is that designers of system and toolchain
support for energy-harvesting devices should treat energy-
interference-freedom and intermittence as first-class design
concerns in future systems, methodologies, and techniques.
From this position, we discuss the design of an energy-
interference-free platform for monitoring and manipulating
the energy and device state of an energy-harvesting device.

We see our platform as an essential step toward a toolchain
for energy-harvesting devices that supports debugging, test-
ing, and analysis of realistic, intermittent executions.

Intermittence Bugs
Programs that are correct in continuous executions may be
incorrect in intermittent executions. For example, code that
updates a non-volatile data structure may leave the data
structure in an inconsistent state if the update is interrupted
by a power failure. The code listed below appends and re-
moves elements from a doubly-linked list. If energy runs
out before the append function updates the tail pointer, the
resulting linked-list will violate the invariant, assumed by
the remove function, that any node not pointed to by the tail
pointer has a valid next field. Calling remove on the cor-
rupt list leads to a null dereference. This failure can occur
in the field using harvested energy, but is not reproducible
while using a debugger that powers it continuously.

func append(list , e)
e->next <- nil
e->prev <- tail
list ->tail ->next <- e
// Energy exhausted here
list ->tail <- e

func remove(list , e)
e->prev ->next <- e->next
if (e = list ->tail) { tail <- e->prev }
else { e->next ->prev <- e->prev }

Intermittence can also unintuitively prevent forward
progress. The code listed below acquires readings from an
accelerometer, featurizes them, runs a classifier, and per-
sistently stores the results. When the energy demands of
sensing and computating exceeds the stored energy, the de-
vice resets before it stores its results. This failure can repeat
indefinitely, preventing the application from producing re-
sults. A conventional debugger is not very useful for diag-
nosing and eliminating this issue, because the code is cor-
rect under continuous power.

__nonvolatile int nv_result;
main() {

int i, readings[NUM_READINGS ];
features_t features;
while (1) {

for(i = 0; i < NUM_READINGS; ++i)
readings[i] = read_accelerometer ();

compute_features (&features , readings );
nv_result = classify (& features ); } }
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Limitations of Existing Approaches
Debugging intermittence bugs using existing tools is vir-
tually impossible for several reasons. First, hardware de-
buggers supply energy to or consume energy from the
device-under-test (DUT). Second, developers lack informa-
tion about the timing of changes in energy state and pro-
gram events. Third, under intermittence, developers lack
visibility into an execution’s memory and device state.

Flashing LEDs at points of interest is a ubiquitous strat-
egy for debugging embedded systems that does not work in
energy-harvesting devices, due to the high current draw of
an LED. For instance, using an LED to indicate when the
WISP device [7] is executing code, rather than just charg-
ing, increases the WISPs current draw by five times.

Another debugging strategy is to instrument application
code to log important program events to non-volatile mem-
ory. The resulting trace lacks information about the energy
level, unless the developer also spends time, energy, and
an ADC channel to log the DUT’s energy state. This tech-
nique also deprives the application of some precious non-
volatile storage space. A variation on the above strategy
is to stream the event log to a separate, always-on system
(e.g., via UART). Powering and clocking an I/O peripheral
to transfer the log uses enough energy that it would change
the point where the application fails.

Dedicated debugging equipment, like a JTAG debugger,
offers visibility into the device’s state but provides con-
tinuous power, masking intermittence. JTAG isolator de-
vices [8] exist to decouple debug host power rails from DUT
power rails, but do not help with intermittence debugging
because the JTAG protocol fails if the DUT powers off.

A mixed-signal oscilloscope can provide an energy trace
and a limited set of program events encoded onto spare
GPIO pins. This fundamentally limited approach is not
a familiar one, and does not accommodate interactive de-
bugging. Moreover, professional oscilloscopes cost tens of
thousands of dollars, making them inaccessible to many.

An intermittence-aware toolchain
Today’s development tools and techniques either have ac-
cess to program state and alter energy state, or preserve en-
ergy state and have very limited access to the program state.
Development on energy-harvesting devices demands a fa-
miliar debugger environment that is energy-interference-
free. Such a debugger must support inspecting program be-
havior, while simultaneously monitoring and manipulating
energy state. The debugger must be able to track energy
events and correlate them with program events, even to use
them as triggers for interactive debugging. One important
challenge is providing a set of features that help understand
what the application was doing when its energy was ex-
hausted, and how much progress it can make using a partic-
ular amount of stored energy. A complementary challenge
is manually reproducing intermittence-induced behavior. A
building-block for such a feature is a mechanism for ma-
nipulating the amount of energy stored on the device. Ap-
plication behavior should be robustly agnostic to the en-
ergy level and intermittent interruptions, but the develop-
ment toolchain must be aware of both.
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